Directions from Granada Airport to El Geco Verde
If you have a GPS program it to go to Pozo Alcon (in the province of Jaen).
Fom there please follow our written directions as GPS devices do not
always give reliable information, especially for the very last part of the
journey. The scenery is lovely and rewards a daytime trip. If you are
arriving at night please call one of us when you get to Pozo Alcon so we
know to expect you. Des; (0034) 663281408 Ilaria (0034) 647136120
Granada airport is really easy to navigate; it´s small and there is only one
road in and out. There are two petrol stations up the road from the airport if
you have to fuel up. After the second petrol station the road curves around
to the left; as it does so, look for a turn off to the right indicating the
A92/Granada. Take this exit and then follow the signs for Murcia. You
will remain on this road for around an hour. As you pass GUADIX the A92
splits in two. You have to deviate to the right, following the signs for
Murcia and, more specifically, BAZA.
At junction 25 of the A92 you come off the motorway, cross the bridge
and turn left, as if you were about to get back on the same motorway back
towards Granada. As you come around you will see a road off to the right
signposted BAUL, BACOR, EMBALSE DE NEGRATIN. Take that
turning. Just before km11 of this road there is a right turn, signposted
POZO ALCON. Take that road and at the next junction you will find
yourself with a petrol station on your right and a fairly large hotel on your
left. Turn left, following signs to CUEVAS DEL CAMPO and POZO
ALCON. You will then cross the dam of a very large reservoir, the
Embalse de Negratin. On the RHS just after the dam there are a couple of
bars/restaurants that make for a lovely spot for a break if you need one
(bear in mind that out of season they may not be open). Your route then
continues past Cuevas del Campo (petrol station here) and at km70, filter
right, into Pozo Alcon (last petrol station before the hotel). As you reach
the bottom of the hill you will see a roundabout with a small fountain; take
the first right, signposted EMBALSE DE LA BOLERA, HUESCAR,
A326. Pozo Alcon is km 0 (zero) of the A326, the first 7kms of which is
basically one long, straight road. Just after km7 the road bends and you go
past a campsite, then around the back of a big dam, continuing on through a
heavily forested area. STAY ON THIS ROAD. Around Km14 you will see
a sign saying CAMPO CEBAS. At km16 you pass a roadside bar called

LOS MANALONES. Soon after this comes a right turn signposted
MANUEL DIAZ - take this turning and at the bottom of the hill you will
see the first of the signs to EL GECO VERDE. Follow the road as it loops
around to the right across a dry river bed and you will see the second of our
hotel signs directing you past a white building with post boxes on the wall,
between some buildings, across a cobblestone courtyard, past a little church
on your right, a few more houses (another hotel sign) and then the
cemetery, again on your right. The next El Geco Verde sign directs you to
take the left fork in the farm track just after the tarmac runs out. Check
your mileometer, as it is exactly 3kms to the hotel from here. It is a flat
track, very safe, so stay on it and don´t worry. At 2.7 kms, take the right
fork in the road, go left around the big tree and approach the hotel up a
short steep hill.
If you have any difficulties do not hesitate to phone us:
Des; (0034) 663281408 Ilaria (0034) 647136120. Buen Viaje!

